Coronado™
Natural Woven Shades

• Over 50 Beautiful Fabric Choices
• Multiple Operating Systems
• Extensive Lining Selection
Coronado™
Natural Woven Shades

Coronado Fabrics
• Over 50 beautiful fabric choices
  - Exotic textures and weaves
  - Environmentally sustainable bamboo, grasses, jutes and reeds

Coronado Stacking Options
• Flat Fold – Standard Option
• Waterfall – Fabric falls from the front of shade and conceals the headrail without need of valance.
• Hobbled – Soft, gentle folds of fabric at all raised and lowered positions.

Coronado Operating Systems
• Standard
• Top Down/Bottom Up
• Loop Control
• Cordless
• Two on One Headrail
• Dual Shade

Coronado Linings
• Broad Assortment of Colors and Opacities
  - Privacy Linings
  - Blackout Linings

Coronado Options
• Edge Banding
  - Multiple choices available
• Fabric Valance
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